
Wefts of made in Italy

Technology and design, constantly improved performances and incomparable 
style. But the made in Italy of textile cannot rest on the laurels of its own fame. And 
the innovation is always  the starting point , as Lino Epis explains.     

“Each textile has its own story, created and studied with particular wefts, twines 
and colors ”. 
Lino EpiLino Epis, the owner of Epicatex, explains  the perspective we should look at his 
artisan textile activity from.                                                                                                                                                                               
And in order to make different and unique creation and completely meeting the 
requirements it was born for, Epis is convinced that relying on the creativity and on 
the culture, which has made the “made in Italy” famous  all the world, is not 
enough. The Innovation plays a key role .                                                                                         
“T“Taking part in research and development projects -said Epis-has allowed us to 
start  a journey in the world of advanced and eco-sustainable production systems . 
This has happened thanks to the collaboration with cutting-edge factories, 
research centres and experts in environmental planning.  In this way ,the lifeblood 
of our society can be found in the continently investments  in new machines and it 
focuses on the research  of stimulating and skilled staff to guarantee  attention to 
all exterior and interior company processes. We aim at the combination between 
ttechnology and design, thanks to a close collaboration between customers and 
suppliers  working  worldwide.

How was Epicatex born?
The company was founded in 1981. The company’s goal was to meet the strong 
request of clothing fabrics. After years of collaboration with important factories, we 
turned our eyes to new applications : the settings of the company dynamics take 
on a look of better extending the typology of the products and it has grown  in the 
research of new levers.  The production has become flexible and it has widened 
adding the production ( besides fabrics for furnishing and linen) of  hotel contract, 
fireproofs ,technical  article ,advertising and applications. We are opened at a net 
of collaboof collaborative relationships, specialized in the research of  more and more 
performing  items.

What kind of equipment have you used to achieve your goals?



We bought new machines in 2014 and others  are in preparation.  They are 
mainly new generation  looms allowing us to weave more fibers, combining  
colors and armors in different ways, starting from selected raw materials. Among 
our range of products, the bi stretched fabric, which guarantees a high versatility 
of use in covering and in many applications, has been very successful . 

How would you describe the present situation of the market?
TheThere are some  difficulties, in particular the spin-off we  glean from. The answer 
is to try to collaborate as much as possible with Italian and international factories, 
in order to help the Italian excellence grow  in an eco-sustainable way. All this is 
necessary to meet the customers’ new needs: they ask for style, elegance, 
quality and innovation. In this moment we focusing in the production of new 
fabrics having  designs and performances able to match style and practicality.
The technological development must not forget the The technological development must not forget the real interest and the social 
need and it must be combined with the creative sensitiveness. The study of the 
line concept  must be able to unite both the stylist contribution and the technical 
experience.

What did the extension of your product range mean to you?
It was above all a stimulus, a challenge that we have overlamed we aIt was above all a stimulus, a challenge that we have overlamed we are facing. 
There were and there will be difficult moments, but working on a continual 
reactivation of positive resources and strategies, I believe in the possibility of 
pulling our close collaborators and factories that support us, helping them not to 
remain motionless in their own positions.

It is necessary to look at new markets and to think about the future.

MISSION EXPORT

Lino Epis ,the owner of Epicatex, talks about the inteLino Epis ,the owner of Epicatex, talks about the interest of the company located 
in Bergamo in the international markets.                                                                                                                                                   
“We are presents-anticipates Lino epis -in Italy and in the Northern European 
countries. The will and the challenge of embracing the world with our fabrics, will 
come true thanks to a project we are developing at the moment, this is the  
reason why  we are  cooperating in synergy with other companies to be stronger 
and more dynamic on the market. We are working in order to get credibility and 
confidence.confidence.
A clear and direct communication  helps the negotiation, increases the efficiency 
and avoids misunderstandings with customers. If we succeed in leaving a good 
trace we will be able to show our proposals in a successful way. We never stop: 
we constantly monitor our capabilities over time.  


